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1 What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify
with in and around Exmouth Gulf? Whales migration - whale shark sea turtle breeding
place the incredible fish the reef sharks - cultural places - place of incredible natural beauty
and important diversity - a place to get away from the madness of western culture out
onto country - sea and desert country

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? - The ocean -
snorkelling - walking - being on country

3 What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? _
tourism and development especially the inappropriate push for further destructive
industrial practises - isnt the American base enough?.

4 What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or
business? - person of Aboriginal descent what affects country negatively affects me
simple.

5 Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are
aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? 
The Subsea 7 Pipeline Fabrication Facility proposal, the Shire of Exmouth scheme
amendments and current and future proposals in the Exmouth Gulf area. The Gascoyne
Gateway Cruise and Multi-Use Marine Facility, K+S Salt proposal and Learmonth
pipeline fabrication project have the potential to significantly add impacts. The constant
attack on such a pristine place by industry - declare the whole region a national park at
the very least and offer this important biodiverse bioregion the continued protection
from so called development it derserves. Personally, I also find the whaleshark tourism
intrusive - with the spotter planes constantly buzzing over the sharks and the
swimming with whales - let these other beings be.  
 

thank you 




